Optimal fed-batch operation of recombinant cells subject to plasmid instability and death.
Optimal feed rate strategy is studied for fed-batch culture of recombinant cells with plasmid instability and with different death rates for the plasmid-free cells (PFC) and plasmid-bearing cells (PBC). Most of the fed-batch fermentation is known to have first-order singularity and therefore a single singular arc. However, this study shows that a singular arc with second-order singularity and therefore two distinct singular arcs are possible for a recombinant cell process if PFC and PBC are subjected to death, and their specific growth rates are proportional to each other. Two types of singular arcs are elucidated and analyzed. The optimal policies over the singular arcs are theoretically explored as these findings reveal qualitative information on the singular arc, which is critically important in providing the optimal initial conditions in numerical computation of optimal feed rate profile.